A chlorine-free protocol for processing germanium
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Replacing molecular chlorine and hydrochloric acid with less energy- and risk-intensive reagents would markedly improve the environmental impact of metal manufacturing at a time when demand for metals is rapidly increasing. We describe a recyclable quinone/catechol redox platform that provides an innovative replacement for elemental chlorine and hydrochloric acid in the conversion of either germanium metal or germanium dioxide to a germanium tetrachloride substitute. Germanium is classified as a “critical” element based on its high dispersion in the environment, growing demand, and lack of suitable substitutes. Our approach replaces the oxidizing capacity of chlorine with molecular oxygen and replaces germanium tetrachloride with air- and moisture-stable Ge(IV)-catecholate that is kinetically competent for conversion to high-purity germanes.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of modern life is increasingly dependent on the unique properties of metal-containing materials (1). This has prompted significant efforts to improve the efficiency of metal extraction and refinement, as well as metal recycling from postconsumer products (2). In mineral deposits and early stages of refinement, metals are typically present in the form of relatively inert oxides, whose processing is challenged by high lattice energies, high melting points, and low solubility (3). This requires their conversion into more labile derivatives for both purification and functionalization. Chief among these derivatives are metal chlorides, whose ubiquity in metal manufacturing belies an energy- and risk-intensive life cycle (Fig. 1A). Metal chlorides are prepared by either dehydration of the oxide with hydrochloric acid (HCl) or reduction of the oxide to the metal accompanied by reoxidation with molecular chlorine (Cl2) (3). To appreciate the scale and impact of these processes, it is helpful to consider that the global synthesis of inorganic chemicals consumes ~9 × 106 metric tons of Cl2 per year, representing an energy demand exceeding 2 × 1018 kWh, estimated by assuming the maximum efficiencies of the chlor-alkali process (4). The industrial synthesis of HCl is linked to Cl2 by either reduction with hydrogen (H2) or dehydrohalogenation of chlorinated organic compounds. Once produced, stringent regulations must be in place to transport and use Cl2 and HCl, including corrosion-resistant facilities and precautions to rigorously maintain worker exposure below 1 and 5 parts per million (ppm) for Cl2 and HCl, respectively. Many of these precautions must be maintained to manipulate downstream metal chlorides, which are generally moisture-sensitive and corrosive. The combination of these features creates clear motivations to replace Cl2 and its associated products with more environmentally sensitive alternatives (5–7).

In their capacity as versatile intermediates for inorganic synthesis, metal chlorides provide invaluable flexibility, for which air- and moisture-tolerant replacements that do not use Cl2 or HCl in their production are scarce (8). Metal chlorides are equally important in extraction and refinement processes. This requires a suitable replacement strategy to address issues of not only synthetic utility but also metal separation. In considering these challenges, we were drawn to metal complexes of catechols, which can be prepared from either a low-valent metal by two-electron oxidation with an ortho-quinone or substitution from a higher-valent metal with a catechol (Fig. 1B) (9). Although metal catecholates, and their related semiquinone redox tautomers, have been extensively studied as redox noninnocent ligands (10–13), their use as pseudohalides for inorganic synthesis has received considerably less attention (14, 15). Ligand exchange of these complexes with a nucleophile could provide an organometallic complex retaining an oxidized metal center along with a displaced catechol (Fig. 1C). Assuming high efficiencies in the recovery of catechol, an attractive feature of this system could be its reoxidation to the ortho-quinone with air. This would close a redox cycle that ultimately links the oxidation of metals to the terminal reduction of molecular oxygen (O2) in a manner that draws inspiration from Bäckvall’s bioinspired electron transfer mediators for aerobic oxidations of organic substrates (16). This would replace the oxidizing capacity of Cl2 with O2, which could have a transformative effect on inorganic synthesis. O2 is a readily available, naturally occurring oxidant, whose complete reduction to water (H2O) provides a clean source of chemical energy that has been extensively investigated for improving the efficiency of organic synthesis (17, 18). Current uses of O2 in metal manufacturing are mostly limited to the synthesis of metal oxides, which suffer from the poor synthetic and processing utility discussed above. By segregating aerobic oxidation to the reoxidation of an organic cofactor, our system would draw from this naturally occurring and clean source of energy to drive inorganic synthesis while avoiding the formation of inert metal oxides.

To demonstrate the utility of this system, we report here a low-energy synthesis of organogermanes (GeR4), including germane (GeH4), from either germanium metal [Ge(0)] or germanium dioxide (GeO2) (Fig. 1D). GeH4 is widely used for the vapor deposition of germanium in electronic and optical device fabrication (19, 20). Germanium is a nonrenewable resource that is classified by Licht et al. (21) as a “critical” element due to its low concentration in mineral ores, low producer diversity, lack of substitutes, and growing demand, which is estimated to increase by >2000% by 2050. This has led to new recovery efforts from postconsumer products, which accounted for ~30% of the 118 metric tons of germanium used industrially in 2011 (21). Although Ge(0) does not occur naturally, it is widely distributed in commercial products and is, thus, an important input into the industrial life cycle through postconsumer recycling, where it is first converted to germanium tetrachloride (GeCl4) by oxidation with Cl2 (22). Germanium is more...
commonly derived as a coproduct of zinc refinement, which requires a multistep extraction from zinc oxide (ZnO) that involves leaching distillation residues containing GeO2 with HCl to produce GeCl4 (21–23). As with many metal halides, GeCl4 is a moisture-sensitive, corrosive liquid that hydrolyzes to HCl and GeO2 in the presence of water. It is a poor reagent for substitution reactions (14), and the low purity of GeH4 streams that are produced by its reaction with low-pressure catalytic hydrogenation compared to standard GeH4 (32). Nevertheless, GeCl4 is a critical intermediate in the contemporary germanium life cycle, from which all downstream products are currently derived.

RESULTS

Recognizing its central role, but energy- and risk-intensive use, we targeted a replacement of GeCl4 that would exhibit bench-top stability and improved performance for the synthesis of germanes. Building upon early investigations by El-Hadad et al. (25) and our recent development of ortho-quinone 1 as a mild and selective metal oxidant (9) that is readily synthesized from the bulk chemicals phenol and isobutylene (26), we evaluated the mechanochemical (27) oxidation of Ge powder (1 equiv) by ball milling with quinone 1 (2 equiv) in the presence of pyridine (Py) (2 equiv) as an auxiliary ligand (Fig. 2A). The use of liquid-assisted grinding (LAG) conditions was paramount (28), because efforts to grind the reactants in neat form returned unreacted starting materials, as determined by powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) (Fig. S2). By contrast, the addition of 60 μl of a 1:1 mixture of toluene (PhMe) and water (H2O) for a total reactant mass of 200 mg provided complex 3 in 88% isolated yield following milling at 30 Hz for 3 hours at room temperature and recrystallization from toluene. This efficiency was maintained on gram scale to provide complex 3 in 83% isolated yield. Complex 3 is a bench-top stable, beige solid, whose structure was unambiguously identified by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, single-crystal x-ray crystallography, and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) (Fig. 2, B and C, and the Supplementary Materials). The octahedral complex has the two pyridine ligands in trans-disposition with a Ge–N(1) bond length of 2.098(1) Å, which is comparable to the Ge–N distances in a series of pyridyl Ge(IV) halide complexes (2.01 to 2.11 Å) (29–32). Not surprisingly, the pyridine nitrogen–germanium bond distances are elongated compared to standard Ge–N acyclic bond distances (1.85 to 1.86 Å) (33). The catecholato ligands are arranged in a plane about the germanium [O–Ge–O bond angles of 89.41(5)° and 90.59(5)°]. The Ge–O bond distances of 1.847(1) and 1.849(1) Å fall clearly within the range reported for related bis(catecholato)Ge(IV) complexes with alcohol- or ether-based donor ligands (33–35). The C–O bond distances of 1.366(2) and 1.365(2) Å are typical for catecholate ligands (10), suggesting a two-electron reduction of each ortho-quinone unit and a net oxidation of Ge(0) to Ge(IV). This assignment was further established using XAS: Fig. 2C compares the Ge K-edge XAS of complex 3 with two Ge(IV) reference materials, GeO3 and Ge(HPO4)2 (see also fig. S14). Ge K-edge XAS

Fig. 1. Strategies for the synthesis of metal-organic materials. Steps in red represent a change in metal oxidation state, whereas those in blue are redox-neutral relative to the metal. (A) Simplified industrial life cycle of metal-containing materials. (B) Synthesis and redox isomerization of metal catecholates. (C) Aerobic oxidation of metals mediated by a quinone-catechol redox couple. (D) Synthesis of germanes from either germanium (Ge) or germanium dioxide (GeO2).

monitors the change of absorption coefficient when a Ge 1s electron is excited to previously unoccupied states of $p$ character. The energy position of the absorption threshold is sensitive to the electron density (that is, oxidation state) at the element of interest. In general, the energy onset of compounds with higher oxidation states appears at higher excitation energy. The spectral profile after the absorption threshold is the fingerprint region, which is strongly affected by the local coordination of the element probed. GeO$_2$ and Ge(HPO$_4$)$_2$ both have a nominal oxidation state of (IV), so the absorption thresholds are at similar locations. Ge with lower oxidation states is expected to have an absorption onset at much lower energy ($\sim 36$). The local environment about the Ge core in complex 3 and the two reference compounds are almost identical, as indicated by the similarities of their spectral profiles. The absorption peak maximum of complex 3 falls between that of GeO$_2$ and Ge(HPO$_4$)$_2$, confirming that the Ge center has an oxidation state of (IV).

The mechanochemical protocol for the synthesis of 3 provides flexibility in the choice of the amine ligand, which in turn provides a means of controlling the relative stereochemistry of the catecholate complex (Fig. 2A). For example, replacing Py with N-methyl-imidazole (NMI) affords an isostructural octahedral complex 4 with trans-disposed nitrogen ligands, whereas a cis relationship between the nitrogen atoms can be enforced by using a chelating diamine, so that tetramethylethylene-diamine (TMEDA) provides octahedral complex 5 under otherwise identical conditions. As with complex 3, the structures of complexes 4 and 5 were unambiguously determined by single-crystal x-ray diffraction and NMR spectroscopy, and their metrical parameters fall within the expected ranges (figs. S15 to S20, S44, and S45).

Our optimized LAG conditions can be extended to the dehydration of GeO$_2$ by simply replacing quinone 1 with catechol 2 (2 equiv) under otherwise identical conditions (see Fig. 2A and the Supplementary Materials).
This provides complex 3 in 84% isolated yield on a gram scale. Activation of metal oxides at room temperature in a chloride-free process that generates H2O as the sole stoichiometric by-product is noteworthy (37) and allows us to approach the challenge of oxide separation under mild conditions. From natural deposits, germanium is separated from ZnO by leaching with HCl to provide mixtures of GeCl4 and ZnCl2 that are separated by distillation (boiling point of GeCl4, 86.5°C; boiling point of ZnCl2, 732°C) (21–23). By using our mechano-chemical approach, we can selectively functionalize GeO2 in both 1:1 and 1:5 mixtures with ZnO (by weight) by simply milling with catechol under our standard conditions. This selectively activates GeO2 as the bis(catecholate) complex, which is readily separated from ZnO by washing with methylene chloride (37). Complex 3 is then isolated in yields of 64 and 66%, respectively, following recrystallization from cyclohexane. This provides a proof-of-principle demonstration of a low-energy and chloride-free approach for the separation of germanium from zinc.

The relative stability of catecholate complexes 3 to 5 does not compromise their participation in substitution reactions with carbon nucleophiles, which provides the corresponding tetraorganogermanes in high yield and purity (Fig. 3). Under our optimized conditions, a solution of an alkyl or aryl Grignard reagent (20 equiv) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) is added to a suspension of 3 in THF. The resulting heterogeneous mixture is then warmed to 65°C for 24 hours before aqueous workup and chromatographic separation to provide the organoger- manes with isolated yields generally above 80%. Substitution with BnMgCl presents an exception (entry 8), where we attribute the decreased yield of 60% to competitive formation of bibenzyl. Substitution with allylMgCl proceeds in near-quantitative yield (entry 9) and provides a favorable point of comparison to the related substitution using GeCl4, which proceeds in only 45% yield (38). In each of these cases, the unusually high selectivity and isolated yield of the organogermanes are accompanied by good to excellent recoveries of catechol 2.

We attribute the unusually high selectivity for the substitution reaction of complex 3 to a unique mechanism, in which steric strain is relieved as substitution progresses (Fig. 4A) (15). This is distinct from substitution reactions of GeCl4, where exchange of a chloride ligand with a carbon nucleophile creates a more sterically encumbered complex, GeNtBu2O.

Fig. 3. Scope of substitution reaction. General conditions: 3 (250 mg), RMgCl (20 equiv), THF (10 ml), 65°C for 24 hours. aComplex 4 used in place of complex 3. bComplex 5 used in place of complex 3. cUsing MeMgBr in Bu2O. dH NMR yield using toluene as an internal standard. dIsolated as a 10:1 mixture with bibenzyl.
so that substitution becomes increasingly difficult as the reaction progresses. In contrast, partially replacing the catecholate ligands of 3 should create a more accessible germanium center, so that substitution of 6 with a second equivalent of the Grignard reagent to provide 7 is faster than the first. Subsequent substitution of 7 with two additional equivalents of the Grignard reagent to provide organogermane 8 should then become increasingly facile, because the sterically encumbered catecholate ligands are progressively displaced. Recognizing that the course of the substitution reaction should be influenced by the amine ligand, we investigated the reactivity of complex 9, in which the pyridine ligands in complex 3 are replaced by more sterically encumbered and Lewis basic triethylamine (Et3N) ligands (Fig. 4B). In this case, reaction of complex 9 with two equivalents of BuMgCl returns a 1.67:1 mixture of dibutyl-germane-2-catecholate 10 and tributylgermyl-η^1-catecholate 11 in a combined yield of 84%. The regiochemistry depicted for catecholate 11 is supported by two-dimensional NMR experiments (see section S6J for additional discussion) and supports our steric model, in which the more encumbered of the two oxygen ligands is released first from the Ge center. These results demonstrate an important influence of the amine ligand over chemoselectivity, which should open new opportunities for the synthesis of more highly functionalized germanes.

Recognizing the unique performance of complex 3 in the complete and selective fourfold substitution reaction with Grignard reagents, we evaluated its performance as a precursor to GeH4 using lithium aluminum hydride (LiAlH4) as a hydride donor (Fig. 5). GeH4 is a volatile, highly flammable, and toxic gas at room temperature, whose considerable risks are offset by its high value as a reagent for vapor deposition (19). Because of stringent requirements of purity, the preparation and purification of GeH4 have been extensively studied (20, 40). Existing methodologies starting from Ge include electrochemical oxidation, plasma-based bombardment with high-energy protons, or sintering with alkaline earth metals to provide germanides (for example, Mg2Ge) followed by protonation. More commonly practiced are chemical reductions of GeCl4, GeO2, or Na2GeO3 with metal hydrides in either organic solvents or aqueous solutions below pH 7. Drawbacks to these methodologies include any one or more of the following: use of highly purified Ge, GeCl4, or GeO2; high-energy demands; and the coproduction of unwanted by-products, including digermane (Ge2H6) (20, 40).

To address the challenge of preparing a high-quality GeH4 stream, we evaluated the substitution of complex 3 with LiAlH4 at room temperature using dibutyl ether as solvent and argon (Ar) as an inert carrier gas (Fig. 5A). Substitution reactions were performed in a modified J. Young tube reactor directly connected to a mass spectrometer with a detection limit of ~20 fg. Upon agitation of a heterogeneous mixture of complex 3 and LiAlH4, moderate gas evolution was observed for ~20 min. The resulting headspace was then directly sampled by electron impact mass spectrometry (EI-MS) (see Fig. 5B and the Supplementary Materials) to reveal only the formation of GeH4 as a gaseous mixture with Ar, with no other volatile compounds being detected over the course of the experiment. Analysis of the resulting liquid phase by 1H NMR spectroscopy was equally clean, showing only unreacted LiAlH4 and no sign of oligomeric germanes. Comparably pure germane streams from GeO2 or GeCl4 require postsynthesis purification, suggesting that complex 3 may provide a number of competitive advantages.

**DISCUSSION**

The quinone/catechol redox platform described here provides a valuable strategy for addressing issues of sustainability in metal-organic synthesis. Although calls to reduce, and in some cases ban, the use of Cl2
and HCl have been made (5, 6), few technologies to enable these reductions are available. The current system provides a unique mechanism to replace the oxidative capacity of Cl2 with O2 while preserving the functional utility of metal chlorides in both separations and downstream synthetic transformations. Given the ubiquity of metal chlorides in metal-organic manufacturing and the precedent for oxidizing a range of transition metals with \textit{ortho}-quinones, we anticipate a number of opportunities beyond germanium for applying this system.

**METHODS**

**Mechanochemical oxidation of germanium with \textit{ortho}-quinone**

Stainless steel milling jars (10 ml for 200-mg scale, 25 ml for 1-g scale) were equipped with two 6-mm-diameter stainless steel balls and charged with Ge powder (1 equiv), 3,5-di-\textit{tert}-butyl-\textit{ortho}-benzoquinone (1) (2 equiv), and 2 equiv of a monodentate amine ligand (Py or NMI) or 1 equiv of a diamine ligand (TMEDA). A 1:1 mixture of PhMe/H2O (v/v) (60 μl for 200-mg scale or 300 μl for 1-g scale) was then added to this mixture. The jars were then sealed, and the mixtures were milled with a Retsch MM 400 mill for 180 min at a frequency of 30 Hz. The resulting crude reaction mixture was then dissolved with PhMe, filtered, and recrystallized to afford the pure Ge(IV) catecholates.

**Mechanochemical activation of germanium oxide with catechol**

Stainless steel milling jars (10 ml for 200-mg scale, 25 ml for 1-g scale) were equipped with two 6-mm-diameter stainless steel balls and charged with GeO2 (1 equiv), 3,5-di-\textit{tert}-butyl-catechol (2) (2 equiv), and 2 equiv of a monodentate amine ligand (Py or NMI) or 1 equiv of a diamine ligand (TMEDA). A 1:1 mixture of PhMe/H2O (v/v) (60 μl for 200-mg scale or 300 μl for 1-g scale) was then added to this mixture. The jars were then sealed, and the mixtures were milled with a Retsch MM 400 mill for 180 min at a frequency of 30 Hz. The resulting crude reaction mixture was then dissolved with PhMe, filtered, and recrystallized to afford the pure Ge(IV) catecholates.

**Synthesis of tetraorganogermanes from Ge(IV) bis(catecholate) complexes**

A 100-ml round-bottom flask, equipped with a Teflon-coated magnetic stirring bar and a reflux condenser, was charged with the Ge(IV) catecholate (0.372 mmol; 1 equiv) and a solvent corresponding to the solvent of the Grignard reagent (6.25 ml). The Grignard reagent (8 mmol; 20 equiv) was added to this suspension. The resulting mixture was then warmed to 65°C and kept at this temperature for 24 hours. After cooling to room temperature, hexanes (15 ml) were added to the crude reaction mixture followed by H2O (5 ml), and the reaction mixture...
was vigorously stirred for 5 min. The layers were then separated, and the organic layer was washed with H₂O (5 ml), separated, and concentrated using a rotary evaporator. Purification of the resulting crude reaction mixture was then carried out using preparative thin layer chromatography to provide the tetraorganogermane in pure form.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Additional material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/5/e1700149/DC1
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